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ABSTRACT

This disclosure provides a method, System, and computer
System for measuring bending loss of an optical fiber with an

optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR). Generally, the

method of the present invention provides OTDR device that
measures a one-way OTDR Splice loSS at a point in the
optical fiber. Subsequently, a bend is introduced into the
optical fiber and a second one-way OTDR splice loss
measurement is performed at the same point in the optical
fiber as the first measurement. Thereafter, the bending loSS
of the optical fiber is determined and related to an approxi
mate cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber.
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present invention. Moreover, in the drawings, like reference
numerals designate corresponding parts throughout the Sev
eral views.

TECHNICAL FIELD

0001. The present invention is generally related to mea
Suring optical fiber characteristics and, more particularly, is
related to a method for measuring bending loSS of optical
fibers.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 Presently, optical fiber is characterized using many
Stages. These characterization Stages include a stage of
measuring various characteristics Such as the amount of
curvature frozen into the glass, fiber length, loSS uniformity,
mode field diameter, mode field uniformity, point defects,
chromatic dispersion uniformity, geometry, bending loSS,
cut-off wavelength, etc. Often the characterization Stages are
located at different locations, which requires transporting the
optical fiber to the next characterization location and incur
ring the concomitant expenses. Further, valuable production
Space is needed to conduct these characterization Stages.
Furthermore, characterization Stages located distant from
one another necessarily requires additional personal and
equipment to perform the characterization tests. In this
regard, a direct correlation can be drawn between the
number of characterization Stages and the cost expenditures
asSociated with the characterization of a unit of optical fiber.
0.003 Thus, a heretofore unaddressed need exists in the
industry to decrease the costs associated with the character
ization of optical fiber.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0004. An embodiment of the present invention provides
a method, System, and computer System for measuring
bending loss of an optical fiber with an optical time domain

reflectometer (OTDR). Generally, one embodiment of the

method of the present invention provides OTDR device that
measures a one-way OTDR Splice loSS at a point in the
optical fiber. Subsequently, a bend is introduced into the
optical fiber and a second one-way OTDR splice loss
measurement is performed at the same point in the optical
fiber as the first measurement. Thereafter, the bending loSS
of the optical fiber is determined and related to an approxi
mate cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber.
0005 Another embodiment of the present invention pro
vides a System for measuring bending loSS of an optical fiber
with an OTDR and a optical fiber bending apparatus.
0006 Other systems, methods, features, and advantages
of the present invention will be or become apparent to one
with skill in the art upon examination of the following
drawings and detailed description. It is intended that all Such
additional Systems, methods, features, and advantages be
included within this description, be within the scope of the
present invention, and be protected by the accompanying
claims.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0007. The invention can be better understood with refer
ence to the following drawings. The components in the
drawings are not necessarily to Scale, emphasis instead
being placed upon clearly illustrating the principles of the

0008 FIGS. 1A and 1B illustrate how an embodiment of
the present invention can be incorporated into the process of
testing and validating an optical fiber.
0009 FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of the present
invention that is capable of being implemented into the
process shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B.
0010 FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate an embodiment of the
bending mechanism that can be used in an embodiment of
the present invention.
0011 FIG. 4 illustrates a computer system that can be
implemented into embodiments of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

0012 Embodiments of the present invention provide a
method, a System, and a computer System for obtaining

optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR)-based cut-off

wavelength measurements. Embodiments of the present
invention are capable of measuring the bending losses of an
optical fiber and relating the bending loSS to the cut-off
wavelength during the OTDR testing Stage or Step. Com
bining the measurement of the bending loSS of a particular
optical fiber and relating the bending loSS to an approximate
cut-off wavelength provides a method to bypass one or more
costly steps in the characterization, testing and validation
process of an optical fiber. The bending loSS measurement
can be performed using an OTDR. Once the bending loss for
a particular fiber is determined, the bending loSS can be
related mathematically to a cut-off wavelength approxima
tion that corresponds to the optical fiber using well known
mathematical approximation techniques.
0013 FIGS. 1A and 1B illustrate flow charts of a portion
of the testing and validation process 100A that a quantity of
optical fibers is Subject to in order to be used by a customer.
Initially, as shown in block 110, the fiber is fabricated and
prepared and is then Subject to a plurality of test Stages.
Block 115 illustrates measurement Stage A, which is repre
Sented as a decisional block that determines if the optical
fiber passes the OTDR test, which measures the one-way
splice loss of the optical fiber. If the determination is “no',
then the optical fiber is Scrapped or recycled as shown by
block 120. If the determination is “yes”, then the optical
fiber is Subject to further testing at measurement Stage B.
Block 125 illustrates measurement stage B, which is repre
Sented as a decisional block that determines if the optical
fiber passes the cut-off wavelength test. In general, the
cut-off wavelength test involves connecting both ends of a
two meter length of fiber to a transmission loSS test System

(e.g. white light Source, monochromator, detector, launch
and receive optics). The optical fiber is arranged in a
controlled layout with two 80 mm diameter loops in the
optical fiber with the rest of the fiber being either straight or
having 28 cm or greater radius. The transmitted power is
measured at many wavelengths that include the expected
cut-off wavelength. The power at each wavelength is com
pared to the power through a 62.5 micron-multimode optical
fiber Stored reference. The resulting data Set has a transition
region. The wavelength at a particular point in this transition
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is defined as the cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber. If the
determination is “no', then the optical fiber is Scrapped or
recycled as depicted in block 120. If the determination is
“yes”, then the optical fiber may be put into inventory, as
illustrated in block 130 where it will later be shipped to a
CuStOmer.

0.014. It should be noted that there may be one or more
steps or stages in-between blocks 110, 115, 120, 125, and
130. FIG. 1A only illustrates two measurement stages and
other measurement Stages have been omitted for reasons of
clarity. The other measurements that are capable of being
performed in the same or other Stages include, but are not
limited to, curl measurements, dispersion measurements,
geometry measurements, and mode field diameter measure
ments. In addition, other Stages related to rewinding and
repairing optical fiber can be included in the testing and
validation process 100A.
0.015 AS can be understood from the description above,
there are two separate measurement Stages, namely A and B,
for measurements relating to one-way Splice loSS, which is
performed using an OTDR, and the cut-off wavelength, as
discussed above. Having two separate measurement Stages
increases costs related to transportation of the optical fiber
from measurement Stage A to measurement Stage B,
increases analysis time costs, and increases labor costs for
performing two Separate measurements.
0016 FIG. 1B illustrates flow charts of a process 100B
that can eliminate the Separate Step of measuring the cut-off
wavelength by incorporating an embodiment of the OTDR
based cut-off wave length method and System. Incorporating
embodiments of the present invention does not measurably
increase the cost related to testing time, but decreases costs
related to transportation and labor. Initially, as shown in
block 110, the optical fiber is fabricated and prepared and is
then subject to a plurality of test stages. Block 135 illustrates
measurement Stage A, which is represented as a decisional
block that determines if the optical fiber passes the one-way
OTDR splice loss test and if the fiber passes the OTDR
based cut-off wavelength test. This is in contrast to block 115
illustrated in FIG. 1A, which only determines if the one-way
OTDR splice loss test is passed. Embodiments of the present
invention enable the determination of an approximate cut-off
wavelength using an OTDR apparatus, which is discussed in
more detail below. Measurement Stage A' measures fiber
length, loSS, loSS uniformity, mode field diameter, mode field
uniformity, point defects, chromatic dispersion uniformity
and other parameters using an OTDR apparatus. Similar to
FIG. 1A, if the determination in block 135 is “no', then the

optical fiber did not pass the tests and the optical wire is
scrapped or recycled as shown in block 120. If the deter
mination is “yes”, then the optical fiber passed the tests and
is put into inventory, as depicted in block 130.
0.017. It should be noted that there may be one or more
steps or stages in-between blocks 110, 120, 130, and 135.
FIG. 1B only illustrates two measurement stages and other
measurement Stages have been omitted for reasons of clarity.
The other measurements that are capable of being performed
in other Stages include, but are not limited to, curl measure
ments, dispersion measurements, geometry measurements,
and mode field diameter measurements. In addition, other

Stages related to rewinding and repairing optical fiber can be
included in the testing and validation process 100B.
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0018 Generally, the OTDR is used primarily for the
detection and location of faults in an optical fiber. The
OTDR can also provide information about fiber attenuation,
uniformity and the insertion loSS of Splices and connectors.
Generally, an OTDR is a one-dimensional, closed-circuit,
optical radar. It operates by periodically launching short
duration laser pulses into one end of the optical fiber under
test and monitoring the amplitude and temporal character
istics of the reflected light.
0019. In general, the OTDR operates by launching a short

duration pulse of optical radiation (approximately 20-2000
nanoseconds) into a test fiber via a directional coupler. The
all-fiber coupler is the most common, although bulk optics
(lenses and beam splitters) may also be used. The output of
the directional coupler (R/T port) can serve to both receive

the backScattered radiation and to transmit the probe pulse in
the forward direction. The R/T port may, for example,
include a connecterized termination or a micropositioner and
jig which accepts a bare fiber. Back reflected radiation from
the test fiber is detected, processed, and finally displayed on
an oscilloscope Screen or recorder of Some Sort. The output
Signal responds as a function of distance along the fiber and
is often referred to as a Signature because it is a characteristic
that can be identified with a particular fiber or fiber system.
0020 While other embodiments are possible, FIG. 2
illustrates a flow chart 135A of one exemplary embodiment
of the OTDR-based cut-off wavelength method and system
for determining an approximation of the cut-off wavelength
of an optical fiber. In block 135 of FIG. 1B, measurement
Stage A measures fiber length, loss, loss uniformity, mode
field diameter, mode field uniformity, point defects, chro
matic dispersion uniformity and other parameters using an
OTDR apparatus. In addition, an embodiment of the present
invention uses an OTDR-based cut-off wavelength method
and System that can be used to relate bending loSS to the
approximate cut-off wavelength of a particular optical fiber.
More specifically in FIG. 2, block 210 of the flow chart
represents the acquisition of an optical fiber Spool or other
quantity of optical fiber. In block 215, the bending loss is
determined by measuring the one-way OTDR splice loss at
a point in the optical fiber. Generally, the Splice loSS test is
performed to characterize an optical fiber. Subsequently, a
bend is introduced into the optical fiber, as shown in block
220. Thereafter, as depicted in block 225, a second bend loss
measurement is performed on the optical fiber with one or
more bends by measuring the second one-way OTDR splice
loss of the optical fiber at the same point as the first bend loss
measurement. The bending loSS of the optical fiber is deter
mined from the difference between the splice losses with and
without the bends, and can then be mathematically related to
the cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber, as shown in
blocks 230 and 235, respectively. Typically, the bend is
introduced substantially close to the end of the fiber, which
is close to the optical connection between the OTDR's
jumped fiber and the optical fiber under test. Introduction of
the bend does not alter or affect the initial OTDR splice loss
measurement.

0021

Generally, the OTDR apparatus tests from one

direction at a time. The measurement obtained is a function

of the optical fiber Splice loSS and other parameterS Such as
mode field variations. Therefore, a one-way OTDR splice
loSS measurement is not a true Splice loSS measurement,
which is determined by measuring the one-way OTDR
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splice loss from both ends of the optical fiber. However, as

length of a plurality of optical fibers. The curve that the

discussed in more detail below, a correlation exits between

correlator 355 can use to determine unknown cut-off wave

one-way OTDR splice loss measurements and cut-off wave
length measurements.
0022 FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate one of many embodi
ments of an optical fiber bending apparatus 315 and 316 as
incorporated in the OTDR-based cut-off wavelength appa
ratus 305. The OTDR-based cut-off wavelength apparatus
305 includes the optical fiber bend apparatus 315, OTDR
340, and a computer system 350, which includes a correlator
355 for relating bending loss to the approximate cut-off
wavelength of the optical fiber 310A and 310B. The optical
fiber bending apparatus 315 is capable of being used to
perform OTDR-based cut-off wavelength measurements.
This exemplary embodiment includes at least two preSS
sections 315 and 316. An optical fiber 310A can be placed
between the two press sections 315 and 316, as shown in
FIG. 3A. One or both of the press sections 315 and 316 are
capable of being moved in direction 320 into a position that

length is established after a Sufficient number of determina
tions have been performed that span the entire bending loSS
and cut-off wavelength ranges. In other words, if the bending
loSS of a particular optical fiber is determined, the correlator
355 can be used to determine an approximate cut-off wave
length. Therefore, Since the bending loSS is capable of being
determined during measurement Stage A, an approximation
can be determined for the corresponding cut-off wavelength,
thereby eliminating the need for a separate and costly cut-off
wavelength test. However, if the approximation is Suffi
ciently close to failing, then that particular optical fiber can
be tested further. The cumulative result of using the embodi

temporarily imposes curves (i.e. bends) into the optical fiber

310B, as shown in FIG. 3B. Another non-limiting example
of a bending apparatus includes, but is not limited to, an
apparatus that imposes a loop into the optical fiber. Other
bending apparatus can be used So long as the apparatus
imposes one or more bends into an optical fiber Sufficient to
produce a measurable bending loSS.
0023 Thus, the bending loss is determined by measuring
the one-way OTDR splice loss at a point in the optical fiber
310 before the press sections 315 and 316 have been moved
into a position to impose a bend upon the optical fiber.
Subsequently, one or more of the press sections 315 and 316
are moved in direction 320 into a position to impose a bend
into optical fiber 310B. Thereafter, a second bend loss
measurement is performed on the optical fiber with one or
more bends being imposed upon the optical fiber 310B by
measuring the one-way OTDR splice loss of the fiber at the
Same point as the first bending loSS measurement. The
bending loss of the optical fiber can then be determined from
the difference between the one-way OTDR splice losses
with and without the bends and can thereafter be mathemati

cally related to the approximate cut-off wavelength of the
optical fiber.
0024. Alternatively, the one or more press sections 315
and 316 can be moved 320 into a position to impose a bend
into the optical fiber 310B. Thereafter, a one-way OTDR
Splice loSS measurement can be performed upon the optical
fiber 310B that has a bend imposed upon it. Subsequently,
the press sections 315 and 316 can be removed and a
one-way OTDR splice loss measurement can be performed.
In other words, the order of the one-way splice loss OTDR
measurements is not crucial. After the measurements are

performed the bending loss of the optical fiber can be
determined and related to the approximate cut-off wave
length of the optical fiber.
0.025 The bending loss of a particular optical fiber can be
mathematically related to the approximate cut-off wave
length of the same optical fiber using a correlator 355. The
correlator 355 is capable of mathematically relating the
bending loSS and cut-off wavelength of a particular optical
fiber using traditional well-known mathematical principals.
One embodiment of the correlator 355 includes obtaining
measurements of the bending loSS and actual cut-off wave

ments of the present invention (e.g. eliminate the separate
cut-off wavelength test for many units of optical fiber)

Significantly reduces costs because many of the optical fiber
Spool would have approximation cut-off wavelengths that
are Sufficiently within the passing range.
0026. The embodiments of the computer system for mea
Suring bending loss with an OTDR includes controlling and
operating the OTDR-based cut-off wavelength apparatus
and related measurements. Initially, an optical fiber may be
placed such that it is capable of being tested with the OTDR
apparatus. The computer System controls the measurement
of a one-way OTDR splice loss at any point in the fiber. The
computer System can be capable of measuring and Storing
the appropriate data Such as, but not limited to, one-way
OTDR splice loss data. The computer system may be
capable of controlling the introduction of one or more bends
into the optical fiber. This may be accomplished by control
ling the bending apparatus, as described above in FIGS. 3A
and 3B. After a bend has been introduced into the optical
fiber the computer system controls a second one-way OTDR
Splice loSS measurement at the same point in the fiber as the
initial measurement Splice loSS measurement. Thereafter, the
computer System is capable of determining the bending loSS
of the optical fiber being tested. Then, the computer System
is capable of relating the bending loSS of the optical fiber to
an approximate cut-off wavelength value using a correlator
355. The approximation determination is based on the
approximation determination described above and can be
performed with a correlator 355. FIG. 4 illustrates the
computer System that can be implemented in embodiments
of the present invention.
0027 Embodiments of the OTDR-based cut-off wave
length measurement method, System, and computer System
of the present invention may include a computer system 350,
as shown in FIG. 4. The computer system 350 includes
memory 421 for Storing and retrieving data. Similar to
conventional memory Systems, the memory 421 depicted by
FIG. 4 includes various locations for Storing data, and each
of these locations is identified by an address, as included
within the Scope of various embodiments of the present
invention. In the exemplary embodiment depicted by FIG.
4, a program 424 and an operating System 428 are Stored in
the computer memory 421. The computer system 350 of
FIG. 4 also includes processing circuitry 435, such as a
general purpose microprocessor, for example that commu
nicates to and drives the other elements within the System
350 via a local interface 438, which can include one or more

buses. Furthermore, an input device 442, for example but not
limited to, a keyboard, mouse, bar code Scanner, etc., can be
used to input data from a user of the system 350, and a screen
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display 445 or a printer 447 can be used to output data to the
user. A disk Storage mechanism 4.49 can be connected to the
local interface 438 to transfer data to and from a nonvolatile

disk (e.g., magnetic, optical, etc.). The System 350 can be
connected to a network interface 452 that allows the system
350 to exchange data with a network 455.
0028. The program 424 includes instructions or computer
code written by a programmer for performing various func
tions 476 associated with measuring bending loSS with an
OTDR apparatus and relating bending loss to the cut-off
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0030. It should be emphasized that the above-described
embodiments of the present invention, particularly, any
"preferred” embodiments, are merely possible examples of
implementations, merely Set forth for a clear understanding
of the principles of the invention. Many variations and
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi

ment(s) of the invention without departing Substantially

from the Spirit and principles of the invention. All Such
modifications and variations are intended to be included

herein within the Scope of this disclosure and the present
invention and protected by the following claims.

wavelength of an optical fiber (e.g. a correlator 355). Pro
grammers often choose to write programs, Such as the
program 424, in a high level computer language Such as C
or Fortran, for example. The program 424 is in a form
compatible with processing circuitry 435 and, therefore, can
be executed by processing circuitry 435. The operating
System 428, Similar to conventional operating Systems, is
designed to control the operation of the computer System
350. An important service performed by the operating sys
tem 428 is the interfacing of executable instructions with the
processing circuitry 435. In this regard, the operating System
428 controls which instructions stored in memory 421 are
transmitted to the processing circuitry 435 for execution and
controls when these instructions are transmitted to the

processing circuitry 435. The program 424 and the operating
System 428 can be implemented in Software, hardware, or a
combination thereof. In the preferred embodiment, as illus
trated by way of example in FIG.4, the program 424 and the
operating system 428 along with their associated method
ology are implemented in Software and Stored in memory
421. The program 424 can be a Source program that is
compiled to form an executable program.
0029 Note that the program 424 and the operating sys
tem 428, when implemented in Software, can be stored and
transported on any computer-readable medium for use by or
in connection with an instruction execution System, appa
ratus, or device, Such as a computer-based System, proces
Sor-containing System, or other System that can fetch the
instructions from the instruction execution System, appara
tus, or device and execute the instructions. In the context of

this document, a “computer-readable medium' can be any
means that can contain, Store, communicate, propagate, or
transport the program for use by or in connection with the
instruction execution System, apparatus, or device. The
computer readable medium can be, for example but not
limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic,
infrared, or Semiconductor System, apparatus, device, or

propagation medium. More specific examples (a non-ex
haustive list) of the computer-readable medium would
include the following: an electrical connection (electronic)
having one or more wires, a portable computer diskette
(magnetic), a random access memory (RAM) (magnetic), a
read-only memory (ROM) (magnetic), an erasable program
mable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory) (mag
netic), an optical fiber (optical), and a portable compact disc
read-only memory (CDROM) (optical). Note that the com
puter-readable medium could even be paper or another
Suitable medium upon which the program is printed, as the
program can be electronically captured, via for instance
optical Scanning of the paper or other medium, then com
piled, interpreted or otherwise processed in a Suitable man
ner if necessary, and then Stored in a computer memory.

Therefore, having thus described the invention, at least the
following is claimed:
1. A method for approximating a cut-off wave length of an
optical fiber with an optical time domain reflectometer

(OTDR) comprising the steps of:

providing an OTDR;
measuring a one-way OTDR splice loSS at a point in the
optical fiber using the OTDR;
introducing a bend in the optical fiber;
measuring a Second one-way OTDR splice loSS at the
point in the optical fiber using the OTDR;
determining a bending loSS of the optical fiber; and
relating the bending loss to an approximate cut-off wave
length of the optical fiber by correlating the bend loss
of the optical fiber to the approximate cut-off wave
length of the optical fiber by means of a pre-established
correlation relationship.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of relating the
bending loSS to the approximate cut-off wavelength of the
optical fiber by correlating the bend loss of the optical fiber
to the approximate cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber by
means of a preestablished correlation relationship includes,
a Step of establishing a correlation relationship between
bending loSS and cut-off wavelength of a plurality of like
kind optical fibers.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of determining
the bending loSS of the optical fiber includes, the Step of
determining the bending loSS of the optical fiber by deter
mining the difference between the one-way OTDR splice
loss and the second one-way OTDR splice loss.
4. A System of approximating a cutoff-off wavelength of
an optical fiber, comprising:
a fiber bending apparatus that is adapted to introduce at
least one bend into the optical fiber;

an optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) that is

adapted for measuring a one-way OTDR Splice loSS for
the optical fiber before and after the bend is introduced
into the optical fiber, where bending loSS of the optical
fiber can be determined from the one-way OTDR splice
loSS measurements before and after the bend is intro

duced into the optical fiber; and
a correlator for relating bending loss to an approximate
cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber.
5. The system of claim 4, wherein the fiber bending
apparatus includes a first end and a Second end that are
capable of introducing a plurality of bends into the optical
fiber.
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6. A method for use in a computer System for approxi
mating a cutoff-off wavelength of an optical fiber with an

optical reflectometer (OTDR) comprising the steps of:
controlling a first measurement of an OTDR splice loss at
a point in the optical fiber;
controlling the introduction of a bend into the optical
fiber;

controlling a Second measurement of an OTDR splice loSS
at the point in the optical fiber after the bend has been
introduced;

determining a bending loSS of the optical fiber; and
relating the bending loSS to an approximate cut-off wave
length of the optical fiber by correlating the bend loss
of the optical fiber to the approximate cut-off wave
length of the optical fiber by means of a pre-established
correlation relationship.
7. The method of claim 6, wherein the step of relating the
bending loSS to the approximate cut-off wavelength of the
optical fiber by correlating the bend loss of the optical fiber
to the approximate cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber by
means of a pre-established correlation relationship includes,
a Step of establishing a correlation relationship between
bending loSS and cut-off wavelength of a plurality of like
kind optical fibers.
8. The method of claim 6, wherein the step of determining
the bending loss of the optical fiber includes, the Step of
determining the bending loSS of the optical fiber by deter
mining the difference between the one-way OTDR splice
loss and the second one-way OTDR splice loss.
9. A System for use in a computer System for approxi
mating a cutoff-off wavelength of an optical fiber with an

optical reflectometer (OTDR), comprising:
a means for controlling a first measurement of an OTDR
Splice loSS at a point in the optical fiber;
a means for controlling the introduction of a bend into the
optical fiber;
a means for controlling a Second measurement of an
OTDR splice loss at the point in the optical fiber after
the bend has been introduced;

a means for determining a bending loSS of the optical
fiber; and

a means for relating the bending loSS to an approximate
cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber by correlating
the bend loss of the optical fiber to the approximate
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cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber by means of a
pre-established correlation relationship.
10. The method of claim 9, wherein the step of relating the
bending loSS to the approximate cut-off wavelength of the
optical fiber by correlating the bend loss of the optical fiber
to the approximate cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber by
means of a pre-established correlation relationship includes,
a Step of establishing a correlation relationship between
bending loSS and cut-off wavelength of a plurality of like
kind optical fibers.
11. The method of claim 9, wherein the step of determin
ing the bending loSS of the optical fiber includes, the Step of
determining the bending loSS of the optical fiber by deter
mining the difference between the one-way OTDR splice
loss and the second one-way OTDR splice loss.
12. A computer readable medium for approximating a
cutoff-off wavelength of an optical fiber with an optical

reflectometer (OTDR), comprising:
logic configured to control a first measurement of an
OTDR splice loss at a point in the optical fiber;
logic configured to control the introduction of a bend into
the fiber;

logic configured to control a Second measurement of an
OTDT splice loss at the point in the optical fiber after
the bend has been introduced;

logic configured to determine a bending loSS of the optical
fiber; and

logic configured to relate the bending loSS to an approxi
mate cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber by corre
lating the bend loSS of the optical fiber to the approxi
mate cut-off wavelength of the optical fiber by means
of a pre-established correlation relationship.
13. The method of claim 12, wherein the step of relating
the bending loSS to the approximate cut-off wavelength of
the optical fiber by correlating the bend loss of the optical
fiber to the approximate cut-off wavelength of the optical
fiber by means of a pre-established correlation relationship
includes, a Step of establishing a correlation relationship
between bending loSS and cut-off wavelength of a plurality
of like kind optical fibers.
14. The method of claim 12, wherein the step of deter
mining the bending loSS of the optical fiber includes, the Step
of determining the bending loss of the optical fiber by
determining the difference between the one-way OTDR
splice loss and the second one-way OTDR splice loss.
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